OpenNebula - Bug #1311
Restricted attributes are not checked for Images
06/20/2012 11:10 AM - Carlos Martín

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Carlos Martín
Category: Core & System
Target version: Release 3.6
Resolution: fixed
Affected Versions: OpenNebula 3.4

Start date: 06/20/2012
Due date:
% Done: 0%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Pull request:

Description

Associated revisions

Revision 3c324b4a - 06/20/2012 01:07 PM - Carlos Martín

Bug #1311: Include the restricted image attributes check in RMAllocate

Revision ec089469 - 12/20/2012 03:13 PM - Carlos Martín

Bug #1311: Include the restricted image attributes check in RMAllocate (cherry picked from commit 3c324b4ad38cf510c87f7a527eb7847735a5aa35)

Conflicts:
src/rm/RequestManagerAllocate.cc

History

#1 - 06/20/2012 01:29 PM - Carlos Martín
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Resolution set to fixed